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Why do we need threat intelligence?
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To defend well, you have to know the adversary
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What are some examples of intelligence?
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● Cyber Threat Intelligence (CTI)

○ Deep/darkweb forums and communities

○ Card shops

○ Ransomware

● Vulnerabilities and Exploits

● Fraud

● Stolen Credentials and Identities

● Geospatial intelligence

● Adversary Intelligence (APT, Criminal Organizations, General Botnets/Cybercrime, Hacktivism)

● OSINT (Open Source Intelligence - Data from publicly available sources)
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But does this really apply to me? I am not a bank, government, or large business!
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● With Ransomware and supply chain attacks, you better believe it does!

Source Verizon DBIR: https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/T21c/reports/2022-dbir-smb-snapshot.pdf
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There are a LOT of free useful reports to understand the landscape
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● Some good examples include Verizon Data Breach 

Investigations Report, IBM Data Breach Report, 

Crowdstrike Global Threat Report, Sophos Security Threat 

Report
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As your security needs grow, there are number of commercial Intelligence offerings
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● These solutions give you specific and targeted intel that is directly actionable

● These companies specialize in the Intel Cycle and tradecraft

● As a customer you get access to finished intelligence reports, curated alerting, 
custom research, and direct access to the intel data to drill in



Speaking of Identity…
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Identity is increasingly the attack vector of choice
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● Examples of identity based attacks include Phishing, Smishing (SMS Phishing), password reuse, 

and compromised/stolen credentials

Source Verizon DBIR
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Identity in your IT and Security Strategy
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● Without a good Identity and access management (IAM) plan, you will be compromised

● Know how you authenticate and grant access to all your resources

○ Think about all your SaaS products and contractors/vendors

● Best practices

○ Use a Federated Identity provider and SSO to centralize access control

○ Enforce strong passwords and MFA

○ Use a password vault

○ Monitor IAM activities and look for anomalies, reply attacks, logins from different geographies, etc

○ Regularly review and trim accounts and access for departed employees, vendors, etc



Thank You!
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